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Supporting SMEs to offer more and better quality apprenticeships

Introduction

About
EUTalent is a project funded by the European Commission and run by CSR Europe and its 12
national partners for the purpose of supporting SMEs to offer more and better quality
apprenticeships. The High Engagement partners – Business Leader Forum (Czechia), FACE
(France), Foretica (Spain), Responsible Business Forum (Poland), Sodalitas & Impronta Etica
(Italy)- have offered tailored support to 100 SMEs to improve their apprenticeships:
Phase I: ex-ante assessment
After the formation of the pilot group (20 SMEs per country), each SME took the online
assessment tool and was provided with a benchmark report, assessing their internal
apprenticeships systems in these 5 areas: Governance, Recruitment, Quality of learning,
Quality of training and Working conditions. In this way (partner) and the SME identified gaps
and areas of improvement and, from then on, they have been working together to improve
their structures for offering quality apprenticeships.
Phase II: tailored support
The support offered to these 100 SMEs has been mainly through:
• Elaboration of personalized Roadmaps to give recommendations based on the benchmark
results.
• A series of webinars to have a more substantial exchange and share good practices.
• 1 to 1 meetings and phone calls to solve doubts in the process and reach their objectives.
• The engagement and active role of key local stakeholders.
Phase III
After the tailored support, a second round of assessments will take place in order to check
the improvements done in the SMEs and the impact of the worked done with the pilot
group.
Purpose of the baseline report
The present report showcases the results of the first round of assessments with the SMES
Therefore, the baseline report is focus on the 3 aspects below:

Activities:
Tailored support

Outcomes

Impacts
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The pilot group
Information
•

Assessment of 17 SMEs located in different 3 areas of France
o Ile de France : 11
o Vosges : 5
o Loire : 1

•

Description of pilot SMEs activity fields:
o Building : 6
o Retail and customer service : 2
o Finance : 1
o Justice : 1
o Arts and Media : 1
o E-commerce : 1
o Professional insertion : 1
o Agriculture : 1
o Culture and events : 1
o Catering : 1
o Healthcare : 1

Results of the 1st round of assessments
Overall score

71%

Governance

71%

Recruitment and job
transition

72%

Quality of training

80%

Quality of learning

63%

Labour conditions

70%
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Challenges and Strengths’ Analysis
•

Common Challenges:
o The quality of learning of the apprentices within the company is the
main challenge for all the SMEs (63% in average compare to a global result of
71 %). The quality of learning includes mainly the development of hard and
soft skills or the building of a professional project. This common challenge can
be explained by the organization of apprenticeships in France, where
pedagogic aspects are traditionally handled by vet providers. Thus the
appropriation of this concept by companies is less developed.
o In the governance category, companies obtain a rather good result (71 % in
average), but this score actually hides high variations between companies,
(results rank from 0% to 100%). 6 SMEs obtained 100%. The governance
refers to the exchanges with other apprenticeship stakeholders on the French
territory. Difficulties met in this category can be explained by the rather
complex landscape of apprenticeship in France, with a lot of different
stakeholders acting on this field and a changing legislation.

•

Common Strengths :
o The quality of training of the apprentices reach the highest scores among
company, with an average of 80% (for a global average of 70%). Quality of
training refers to the interaction between the apprentice and his tutor,
through advices and regular meetings. This very good result can be explained
by the mandatory training for tutor in France, which ensures a good quality of
training.
o The labor conditions are fairly good in France, although this is not reflected by
the average result in this category. Apprenticeships contract and minimum
salary are mandatory, which is not the case in every European countries.
Apprentices also get reimbursed of personal expenses linked to their
professional activity. Though it must be underlined that companies generally
don’t pay apprentices higher than the minimum wage.
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Countermeasures
• Drafted 17 personalized roadmaps to the SMEs regarding their results of the
online assessment. Provided advices and online resources, according to the
strengths and weaknesses identified.
• Organized 3 pilot webinars aimed at giving practical information about
apprenticeship regarding the most challenging areas of the assessment, and also
giving useful resources and actors that can help the SMEs to improve the quality
of apprenticeship. In total, 23 participants attended those webinars. The themes
of the webinars were :
o How to recruit an apprentice
o How to train the tutors/ mentors
o How to improve the quality of learning for the apprentice within the
company
•

Organized 1 to 1 follow-up calls with the SMEs. FACE is mobilizing SMES on the
base of personalized roadmaps sent after the assessment tool, to have their
feedbacks and provide further advice. The aim is to see how tools provided are
benefiting SMEs: the use of the roadmaps, action plan set, progress, brakes..
FACE sent sent a pre call questionnaire for the SMEs to prepare the interview
and gather first information.

•

Organized 4 stakeholder webinars. In total, 112 participants attended those
webinars. The themes of the webinars were:
o Apprenticeship in SMEs: levers and challenges
o The digital at the service of apprenticeship
o The mobility of apprentices
o Make apprenticeship a path to excellency

Conclusions and recommendations
Challenges encountered:
•

Mobilizing and reaching the SMEs in France.

SMES are globally interested in tackling the issue of apprenticeship, but are
struggling to fully commit themselves in the project. The main factors we succeed to
identify through bilateral exchanges with SMES for these are the following ones :
o SMEs generally lack of resources, both in terms of human resources and
information to be dedicated to any CSR project, including EU TALENT
o The main challenge when it comes to apprenticeship encountered by
SMES is rather linked to the complex governance, legislation and grant
system to recruit an apprentice. SMES are still struggling on this very first
step and seem not mature enough to tackle the qualitative aspects,
which are at the heart of the EU TALENT project.
o The gathering and sharing of good practices among SMES is a key
challenge. SMES don’t identify their good practices or don’t perceive the
advantage to share it.
•

Appropriation of digital tools by the SMEs.
o SMES are not at ease in using digital tools and exchanging through
webinars. Thus it was more difficult to mobilize them to participate to
online meetings. Physical meetings organized in the frame of the project
where more successful.
o To facilitate the appropriation, a newsletter, in the frame of a tool box,
and containing all the webinars and practical information, will be send
to all Smes taking part to the learning network.
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